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AGENDA
1) ZOOM on the Side Event organised under the high patronage of the French Ministry of Sport at
the Stade de France at the end of May.

2) A few words from Gladys Bézier, current EASE President.
3) Focus on the ESSA-Sport project led by EOSE and supported by EASE as a social partner.

4) A new impetus for EASE and its activities.

ZOOM SIDE EVENT
Held at the Stade de France on May 30th by the French organisation CoSMoS, the Side Event on « Major
international sporting events : an issue for employment and European social dialogue » gathered French
and European stakeholders to exchange on social dialogue and the importance to support and promote its
development in the sport sector. EASE was there as a strong partner and has taken part in the debate.

Link for the meeting minutes below :
http://cosmos.asso.fr/actu/retour-sur-le-side-event-dialogue-social-europeen-14247

Gladys Bézier, EASE President:
EASE is a young organisation which places its action in the framework of the promotion of sport and the
development of sporting activity at European scale. Convinced that social dialogue helps with the
professionalisation of the sector, EASE members have reaffirmed during the Side Event organised in Paris
on May 30th, the importance to structure and bring all the sport employers together (federations, leagues,
national, European and even international sport organisations). Sport is a fully-fledged economic and
employment sector which deserves its own spaces of dialogue and reflection. EASE wishes to work towards
a better recognition of its specifics and convince all the national or European organisations working in the
sport field, whether it is not-for-profit, professional or commercial sport, to join it.

« We work on the recognition of a common base of social rights which guarantee tenable employment
conditions by the sport employers. » – Gladys Bézier

ESSA-SPORT PROJECT
On June 28th was held in Brussels the annual European Associations Expert Advisory Group meeting to
exchange about the ESSA-Sport project, which stands for European Sector Skills Alliance for Sport, and
aims to provide a large European Employment and Skills map to the sport and physical activity sector.
Gathering EOSE, the project’s applicant, his two management team partners EASE and UNI-Europa, and
several European and national partners such as ENGSO, ENOS, IHRSA or FESI, this meeting was a great
opportunity for all the stakeholders to review the progresses made since the beginning of the project
(2016), to exchange on the issues of our sector and to discuss about the survey led by EOSE and to be
launched by the end of September.
For further information about EOSE and the ESSA-Sport project, check the following link:
http://eose.eu/.

A NEW IMPETUS
EASE is now more than ever active on the European scene!
Thanks to its links with its social, national and European partners, EASE wants to revitalise its
functioning and impact within Europe. Its involvement in several promising projects (cf. ESSA-Sport
project above) and especially its recent attendance at the Side Event organised by the CoSMoS in Paris,
proves EASE’s willingness to have a strong role to play in the negotiations and discussions.
In need to increase its representativeness and with the view to strengthen itself, EASE has welcomed
an intern for a few months and will recruit an apprentice for a 12-months duration starting from
September 2018. By betting on youth, EASE strives for a fruitful future.

EASE is looking for new members!
Be a part of the European Association of Sport Employers and get involved on matters
that concern YOU!

JOIN US HERE

Contact us
EASE Secretariat
c/o CoSMoS
1 Avenue Pierre de Coubertin
75013 Paris, France
ease@easesport.eu

